The next time you find yourself in a game of table tennis, try an experiment where you play with one eye closed. But don't do this if money is at stakeyour embarrassing performance will reveal how heavily you rely on binocular depth cues to pinpoint the distance to nearby objects, such as fast moving balls. Many cues help turn your retinal images into perceptions of near and far, but optically triangulating with the different images from each eye, or stereopsis, is especially quick and accurate. It requires, however, that you somehow determine which image regions correspond on your left and right retinas ( Figure 1A ). The straightforward way to do this is by finding correlated patterns of light, but in principle you could use something else, such as patterns of flicker or motion. In this issue of Current Biology, Nityananda et al. [1] demonstrate that praying mantises, the only insects conclusively known to use stereopsis [2, 3] , can determine distance solely by the disparity of moving regions between their eyes, and remarkably can do so with no need for luminance correlation. This allows mantises to see depth that would be invisible to us, and implies a fundamentally distinct neural computation of stereoscopic distance.
Depth perception always requires some form of inference. Your eyes tell you instantly the direction to your computer screen or your mug, but offer little outright information about their distances. When the three-dimensional world projects onto your twodimensional retinas, distance is the lost factor: based only on these flat projections, a small nearby branch might look quite like a large distant tree. Without more information, we could not use vision to find footholds, play table tennis, or type on our keyboards, and the case for evolving sharp eyesight would have been much weaker.
Fortunately, information can still be pulled from cues hidden in these flat images. By identifying, for example, converging lines, objects that obscure one another, or the angular speed of things we pass by, a scene becomes imbued with a patchwork of apparent distances, similar to the hues that color it. These depth cues require some brain power, as well as some assumptions about the world, such as that those converging train tracks are in reality parallel. In this way we see depth in flat paintings and photographs, and are fooled by depth illusions, such as when the full moon appears so strikingly large on the horizon, despite actually subtending a smaller angle than when it is high above [4] . Not all cues are equally reliable, and each functions only over a particular range of distances and conditions [5, 6] .
Stereopsis, however, is a particularly robust and accurate cue. It is only possible for animals that possess some distance between their eyes, with some overlap of the visual fields, and the neural mechanisms to calculate distance by triangulation. Although a fraction of people have some form of stereoblindness, most of us rely on stereopsis as a primary cue to perform visual tasks. You may have gambled your life crossing the street on your way to work, but it did not even raise your heartrate because of your amazing and unconscious ability to estimate distances with your eyes.
Demonstrating this depth cue in other animals, however, took patience. While stereopsis requires some overlap of visual fields, the overlap alone does not impart stereopsis [7] . Further, natural scenes offer many simultaneous depth cues, so experimentally isolating stereopsis was sometimes difficult. But clever experiments revealed the diverse group of animals now known to use stereovision, including mammals, birds and amphibians [8] . Insects, on the other hand, often seemed like poor candidates for stereovision. Although binocular overlap is common in insects, and was quantified by Exner more than a century ago [9] , they have poor acuity, limited neural resources, and their eyes are usually too close together to generate significant disparity [10] . They are often better suited for motion parallax, the effect that makes a nearby streetlight seem to slip behind as you walk, while the far off moon seems to hover in the sky [6] . By flying, walking, or simply swaying side to side, insects can view a scene from a range of positions and tap into a well-developed motion pathway to infer motion parallax [11] [12] [13] [14] .
But as ambush predators, praying mantises spend much time motionless in the vegetation, waiting for prey to stumble within striking range. A miss can be costly -scaring away the prey and alerting other insects in the vicinity. With an incentive to stay still, and strong pressure to perform accurate attacks, mantises were the ideal candidate for insect stereopsis. Rossel [2, 3] settled this over thirty years ago by altering the visual input with tiny prismatic lenses in front of each eye, leaving monocular cues intact but proving that mantises rely on stereopsis to strike prey at the correct distances. This was the first demonstration of stereovision in an invertebrate, and increased the possibility of finding an animal that calculated the same cue that we do, but in a fundamentally different way [15] .
In this issue of Current Biology, Nityananda et al. [1] show that mantis stereopsis in fact relies on intrinsically distinct visual calculations. Just as Rossel [2, 3] used prisms to tease stereovision out from other depth cues, these new experiments used colored lenses in front of each eye to decouple different aspects of a target, and determined what features mantises actually use when deciding to strike. The authors essentially elicited strikes in a 3D movie theater for mantises. They then repeated the same experiments on human subjects, who simply reported when targets appeared near, rather than striking at them.
When presented with a simple spiraling target among random dots, one that looks and moves the same at disparate positions on each retina, both humans and mantises judge it as near ( Figure 1B) , and mantises will strike at the fictive prey item. But when such a scene is presented statically, even with a target appearing in striking distance, no strike is produced by the mantis, implying it is viewed as distant. You, instead, will still see it as close, using luminance correlations to calculate disparity, triangulate distance, and perceive a spot floating in front of the screen.
But their mantis cinema also allowed Nityananda et al. [1] to switch these aspects of a stimulus, displaying a target with correlated motions, but not light patterns. They created this unusual stimulus by presenting moving regions onto each eye that offered an angular disparity of just moving regions, but with uncorrelated light patterns. If these regions are taken as angular disparities, the distance they indicate would be in front of the screen, in striking distance. This scene creates no sense of nearness for humans, but astonishingly, elicits mantis strikes ( Figure 1B) . In fact, the effect even worked when the motions occurred in different directions between each eye, or only with local, decoupled dot motion, demonstrating that insect sensitivity to second-order motion [16, 17] extends to depth perception. These results show a fundamentally unique neural computation of stereoscopic distance.
Mantises have fascinated people through history, tiny assassins waiting in the leaves and dispatching victims with fast, efficient strikes, inspiring artwork, mythology, and poetry. They have continued to inspire entomologists [18] , neurobiologists [19] , and even engineers [20] , with their intriguing behaviors. This new work demonstrates that these behaviors, even with their convergent similarities to those of other animals, come from very different neural computations.
A popular new illusion shows that the apparent curvature of sinusoidal contours depends on contrast and background luminance. We suggest that the illusion is driven by segmentation mechanisms of human vision, which isolate the contours into smaller segments, some which approximate straight lines, others curves.
Everyone loves a good illusion and new ones continue to be discovered. Recently, Kohske Takahashi [1] from Chukyo University has described what he terms the 'curvature blindness illusion' (Figure 1A) , which quickly drew the attention of scientists and social media. It is simplicity itself: a sinusoidal line is divided into two coloured segments, which alternate twice in each period. In one variant, the alternations occur at the peaks and troughs; in the other at the inflection points. Takahashi [1] reports that, on a white or black background, the two variants of the curves appear as they are, simple sinusoidal curves; but when the background is grey, the two sets of lines look completely different. One waveform appears as a smooth sinusoid, whereas the other now appears much more angular, more like a 'triangle wave': a series of linesegments changing orientation periodically. The illusion is dramatic, the sort you need to keep verifying to be sure that they are not playing tricks on you. And you cannot will it to go away. Why would the visual system make such a dramatic error in judgment, and why does it appear to be restricted to only some
